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This paper deals with the design of a communication layer between the components of a smart factory or other system.
Each member of the Internet of Things has its own control system based on microprocessor. All IoT components have to
work with programmable analog and digital inputs and outputs and other buses and have to communicate, exchange
information and cooperate with each other. The control units are equipped with wifi modules and it is necessary to design
program structures for communication. Control units must be able to solve combination and sequential problems based
on automata. Closed graphs of control unit automats are interconnected by means of wifi messages. The structure of these
messages is designed, which must contain component addresses and transmitted information of various types, character,
string, numeric variables and arrays. A general library of functions containing typical elements of automata was designed.
This general library has been implemented on two specific production systems and home automation tasks.

1. Introduction
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We created several production systems or models of production system and home automation systems at our department
in the last few years. Production systems are suitable for teaching the modern principles of Industry 4.0. [4], [5], [6]. All
these systems are not based on central control but each element of the system has its own control system and
communicates with the other elements of the system within Internet of Things. The first is a model of a smart factory with
the production of a colourful bracelet, where the individual components are a server, a vehicle and several stacks of beads
[1]. The second is production system of the little plate with name, which consists of a plate warehouse, a vehicle and a
milling machine [2]. Next two models of intelligent houses with enhanced home automation systems were developed [3].
The smart wiring of houses solves lights, heating, ventilation, shading of windows and security alarm. The models of
houses can be extended with new control units with additional functions such as additional temperature or humidity
sensor, watering flower, control of pool cleaning or solar heating system and plenty of other function.
For all these requirements we have developed universal control unit that is designed to be used as a control system for all
these components, Fig 1.
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Fig. 1. The universal control unit
2. The universal control unit
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The universal control unit has to meet the following requirements:
- the control unit is able to solve combination and sequential problems based on automata
- the unit offers using easily programmable analog and digital inputs and outputs
- the unit offers using easily programmable buses like serial bus or i2c bus
- the unit is able to communicate with other units
- the unit is able to communicate with internet webpage and mobile phone control application
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Created control unit is based on Arduino board. We also created one prototype of the unit with microprocessor ST. This
prototype is smaller and more professional. The unit consists of the Arduino Mega board with additional PCB. There are
several terminal groups there. In this case four terminals are used for basic digital inputs and outputs. The type of pin is
configurable by program. It is possible to connect some digital sensors here like switches or some sensors of various
quantities with digital output which changes when the adjusted level is reached. It is possible to connect some digital
actuators here too like LED diods, optocouplers, relays or transistors. Next terminals are used for power supply of the
sensors or actuators. The board contains step up and down converter which is typically adjusted to 6V. Next the unit
includes couple of H-bridges. The H-Bridge enables to simply control actuators like DC motors or proportional valves
using PWM.
Next terminals are used for i2c bus. It is possible to connect i2c sensors here or we use this bus to connect own OLED
display to monitoring the state and parameters of the unit. Next the unit has two wifi modules for communication. First
module ESP8266 serves to communication to mobile phone application and the second module nRF24L01 communicates
with other control units of the production system.
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3. Library of general functions for automata
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Created control units must be able to solve combination and sequential tasks based on automata. The program of
microprocessor is processed line by line from the beginning to the end repeatedly in infinity loop. There are two ways
how to program solved problem. We can use one loop only and we can test all conditions in each cycle. In this case the
microprocessor is more occupied. Or we can program the problem like automaton, fig. 2. It splits the main loop to
several loops that represent states of the system. Then only conditions important in each state are tested.

Fig. 2. Typical structure of an automaton.
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The automaton consists of states, conditions with jumps and actions. There is the first part of automaton library in fig. 3,
states. There are blocks of states on the left side of the figure and corresponding programming code on the right side.

Fig. 3. The states of automaton
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The second part of automaton is condition, fig.4. When the condition is fulfilled, the automaton jumps into next state.
One or more conditions can be tested in each state. But all conditions are not tested in each cycle of program. It saves
computing time and increases speed of interaction between the microprocessor and connected devices.

Fig. 4. The conditions and jumps of automaton
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The examples of conditions are in Fig.5. There is a description here:
a) the condition is fulfilled if some variable reaches adjusted value
b) the condition is fulfilled if the timer expires
c) the condition is fulfilled if the button is pressed
d) the condition is fulfilled if the button is released
e) the condition is fulfilled if analog sensor reaches adjusted value
f) the condition is fulfilled if digital sensor detects the change of its value
g) the condition is fulfilled if expected message is received
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Fig. 5. The types of conditions
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The last part of automatons are actions, fig. 6. The action is some command which is done during jump from one state to
another state. The examples of conditions are in Fig.7. There is a description here:
a) start of the timer
b) action which switches off some digital actuator (valve, LED diod, compressor, DC motor…)
c) action which switches on some digital actuator (valve, LED diod, compressor, DC motor…)
d) setting of analog actuators using PWM (brightness of LED, speed of DC motor, position of proportional valve…)
e) print some message to serial monitor and show some text on OLED lcd
f) send message throw wifi to another control unit
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Fig. 6. The actions of automaton

Fig. 7. The types of actions
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The control units have to exchange some information and have to control flow of their automaton programs. The designed
message consists of three parts. First part includes directional information like security information, count of transmitted
and received messages and address of target control unit. Some parameters are optional. Second part includes predefined
control codes and the last part consists of data. It is possible to transmit integer or float values, characters or strings and
their arrays. The structure of the message is in fig. 8. The principal of sending and receiving the messages was described
in Fig. 5 g) and in Fig. 7 f).
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Fig. 8. Structure of wifi message

Fig. 9. Production system of bracelet
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The real content of the messages depends on controlled system. In case of production system of colourful bracelet, fig.9,
the system of control codes was created. The system consists of the mobile phone wifi server with address 0. This server
obtains the order from mobile application and sends the order to the vehicles with addresses 1 and 2. This message
includes password, address rx of asked vehicle, address tx of the server and an array with the order. Next the vehicle has
to go following the line path throw stacks with beads of various colour. Addresses of the stacks are 3 and higher. The
messages between the vehicle and the stacks include password, address rx of asked stack, address tx of the vehicle and
integer value of asked bead. The stack answers with predefined codes that depend on wrong or right colour. As soon as
the entire order is completed, the vehicle leaves the paths and send the message to mobile application throw the server.
Here are predefined integer codes used too.

Fig. 10. Production system of the labels with name
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Next system solves production of the little plate with name, fig. 10. The plate like business card or card with name to
door. The customer writes a text on the phone application - the name and surname he wants to mill into the plate. If it is
a short name, it will take a small plate, if it is long name, it will take a bigger plate. The vehicle obtains the order throw
wifi server. The message includes the password, addresses of server and the data with the name and its length. The vehicle
has to go to the warehouse and has to ask for the suitable plate. The size of desired plate depends on name length. The
messages between the vehicle and the warehouse include password, addresses of vehicle and warehouse and predefined
code for asking, obtaining and finishing the delivery and the name length as integer value. As soon as the vehicle gets the
plate of correct size from the warehouse, it goes with it to the milling machine, where it passes it together with the text to
be milled, then loads it again and the process is finished.
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This paper focused on the control unit based on Arduino board, especially on its programming. A library of general
functions for automatons and structure of messages for wifi communication was designed. This control unit is suitable
for small applications like to remotely glowing LED’s, remote control of valves and another home automation. Several
simple automatons were designed for the control units. It helps to write the program and to describe the states of control
unit. Designed universal control unit was tested in two real production systems too. The first was a model of a smart
factory with the production of a colored bracelet and the second system was the production system of the little plate with
name. Created control unit is designed to be used as a control system for all components of these production systems,
servers, vehicles, stacks, warehouse and milling machine.
is production system of the little plate with name. It consists of a plate warehouse, a vehicle and a milling machine.
A new smaller version with ST microprocessor was designed too.
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